Regulation of the Ppr histidine kinase by light-induced interactions between its photoactive yellow protein and bacteriophytochrome domains.
Ppr is a unique bacteriophytochrome that bleaches rather than forming a far-red-shifted Pfr state upon red light activation. Ppr is also unusual in that it has a blue light photoreceptor domain, PYP, which is N-terminally fused to the bacteriophytochrome domain (Bph). When both photoreceptors are activated by light, the fast phase of Bph recovery (1 min lifetime) corresponds to the formation of an intramolecular long-lived complex between the activated PYP domain and the Bph domain (lifetime of 2-3 days). Since this state is unusually long-lived as compared to other intermediates in the photocycle of both PYP and Bph, we interpret this as formation of a metastable complex between activated PYP and Bph domains that takes days to relax. In the metastable complex, the PYP domain is locked in its activated UV absorbing state and the Bph domain is in a slightly red-shifted state (from 701 to 702 nm), which is photochemically inactive to red or white light. The amount of metastable complex formed increases with the degree of prior activation of PYP, reaching a maximum of 50% when PYP is fully activated compared to 0% when no PYP is activated. The saturation of complex formation at 50% is believed to be due to light-induced heterogeneity within the Ppr dimer. UV irradiation (365 nm) of the metastable complex state photoreverses the activated PYP and the red-shifted Bph to the initial dark state within seconds. We therefore postulate that Ppr functions as a UV-red light sensor and describe the different Ppr states that can be obtained depending on the light quality. Both red and white light upregulate the autokinase activity, while it is downregulated in the dark. The physiological state of Ppr is most likely a mixture of three different states, dark, metastable complex, and red light-activated, with fractional populations whose amounts depend on the light quality of the environment and that regulate the extent of phosphorylation by the kinase.